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Benchmark #1 Practice Test—ScrambIed Questions

Section 1 - Multiple Choice

For questions 1-3

Read this passage and then answer the question(s) below.

Bears

If you go camping this summer in a state park, you may be lucky enough to see a California black bear.
Obviously, everyone loves animals, and most people are excited at the thought of seeing a bear, especially in its

natural habitat. Most people, however, don't know what steps to take if they actually come across a bear in the

wild. More and more people are now living in cities, and rarely leave their urban environs, so they have never

seen a live bear (except for in the zoo). Because of this, they don't realize just .how dangerous an encounter

with a bear can be.

O The California black bear generally weighs about 200 pounds, but some of the biggest can weigh up

to 500' pounds. They can run fast-up to thirty miles an hour. If you see a bear, don't try to run away. Instead,

make yourself as " big" as possible, by standing up straight and raising your arms. Never approach the bear.

Most bears will try to avoid humans, but if a mother bear feels that her cubs are threatened, she may be
incited to attack. Baby bear cubs are even cuter than puppies and kittens, but you should never give in to the

temptation to pick one up.

There are many ways to discourage bears from coming to your campsite in the first place. Make
sure to properly dispose of all garbage, including wrappings and fruit peelings (be assured that bears can smell

even the faintest of food odors!) At night, put food far away from your tent or sleeping bag. Bears are very

adept at clawing through plastic bags; many can even open up a plastic cooler or break a lock. Because of

this, many camping stores sell specially designed food storage units that bears are unable to open (most stores

charge too much for these storage units; they should be less expensive). By exercising caution and common
sense, you can help ensure that the wilderness is a safe, beautiful place for both people and bears.
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1) Read this sentence from the passage:

Most people, however, don't know what
steps to take if they actually come
across a bear in the wild.

In the wild is-

(a) a simile that means like a vicious animal.

(b) a simile that means as wild as it gets.

(c) an idiom that means acting wildly.

(d) an idiom that means found in nature.

2) Read this sentence from the passage:

Most bears will try to avoid humans, but
if a mother bear feels that her cubs are

threatened, she may be incited to
attack.

a cou rep ace e un er Ine p rase

without changing the meaning of the
sentence?

(a) feel too excited to attack

(b) feel uncertain about attacking

(c) feel angered enough to attack

(d) feel afraid of being attacked

3) Read this sentence from the passage:

Bears are very adept at clawing through
plastic bags; many can even open up a
plastic cooler or break a lock.

What means the same as adept?

(a) skillful

(b) adamant

(c) likely

(d) cheerful
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For questions 4-5

o
Read this poem and answer the question(s) below.

Unplugged

What would you do if you came unplugged,
and the music surging through your blood

became suddenly soft and round and rhythmic

in time with each heartbeat's second-hand tick?

And what if your pager could no longer beep

to rouse you from your dream-filled sleep,

and your telephone lost its pulse and tone

so no one could bother you when you're home?

Could you survive without cords and connectors,

cut off from and surge protectors,

deprived of your game box and video gear...

or would you simply disappear?

Without your CD player's boom and blare,
would anyone even know you're there?

Could you make any sense of .reality
if it weren't shown first on cable TV?

I'm only asking because, you see,

once there was no electricity,

and I wonder how those people existed
off-line, unwired, unplugged and unlisted?

4) Read the first stanza from the passage.

What method is the author using to convey

his message in this stanza?

(a) He is using metaphor to compare the

body's functioning to music.

(b) He is using rhythm to assert that the

heart beats exactly once per second.

(c) He is using hyperbole to show that the

body is naturally much slower than all

electronic music.

(d) He is using analogies to show that
humans are like clocks.

5) The title of this poem, "Unplugged," is a

metaphor that means-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

not plugging in too many things at one

time.

getting back to a simpler way of life

without electronics.

undoing all the mistakes of the past.

understanding the proper use of the

I nternet.
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For questions 6-11

Read this poem and then answer the question(s) below.

I am

Wong, O'Brien, Ketheesian

I am Mirabella, Johanssen, Lipkovich
I am the turban-wearing foreigner selling. fruit at the shop around the corner
I am
I am Schnabel
I am Takeda and Feinberg
I am

I am the boy whose accent glides like skis across the snow
I am the little old lady who smiles on the bus
I am a professor of International Studies
I am a cab driver
I am La Plume, Rodriguez, DeCordova
I am the hero, or villain
I am just a person, working hard, and trying to do better
I am the woman whose clothing blooms like flowers on the city streets
I am a baby, whose skin and giggles are both like caramel
I am Petrovka, Yapo
I am Sharif

I am the man who raises the flag on July 4th and weeps with pride
I am the girl who celebrates a holiday you have never heard of
I am
I am

I am American, just like
you
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6) Read the following lines from the poem.

O I am the boy whose accent glides like
skis across the snow...

I am the woman whose clothing blooms
like flowers on the city streets

I am a baby, whose skin and giggles are
ot 1 e carame

Which literary device appears in all of these

lines?

(a) metaphor

(b) simile

(c) personification

(d) idiom

7) Read the following line from the poem.

I am a baby, whose skin and giggles are
both like caramel

The underlined phrase means that-

O (a) the baby's skin is brown, and his giggles
sound sweet.

(b) the baby's skin glows, and he giggles

because he's happy to eat caramel.

(c) the baby likes to eat caramel so much he

giggles, but it makes his skin sticky.

(d) the baby giggles so much, his parents give

him caramel.

8) Which of these poetic devices most

affects the style of this poem?

(a) repetition

(b) rhyme

(c) alliteration

(d) meter

9) Read these lines from the poem.

I am the turban-wearing foreigner selling
fruit at the shop around the corner

A turban is most similar to-

(a) a flag.

(b) an apple.

(c) a hat.

(d) a tuxedo.

10) The author probably starts nearly
every line with the words "I am" because-

(a) she wants the reader to think the

narrator is very self-centered.

(b) it makes the meter of the poem very

regular.

(c) if she did not, it would be difficult to tell

who was speaking.

(d)

11)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

she wants to emphasize that she is

talking about many different individuals.

In this poem, both " I" and "you" are-

American.

Caucasian.

African-American.

Canadian.
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